Balloons In The Wind™ can be played by any number of players, but one player might not
be very challenging and anything over eight might begin to get a little crowded. Grim
Trojan™ recommends using the Ball Pawns for this game (just because they look good for
it. Any pawn that fits in the grid’s squares will work).
This game uses the compass die and three six-sided dice. Start the game by having each
player roll a single six-sided die to determine the order of play. On their first turn, the player
places their pawn on the green square in the Southern end of the board (next to the compass)
and they roll the dice. For each roll of the dice (including the first) the player rolls the
compass die. If they cannot go in the direction rolled because of an obstacle or the grid ends,
the player re-rolls the compass die. The player has a choice to roll one, two or three six-sided
dice. If they roll one or two dice, they move the pawn the number of spaces rolled in the
direction rolled and then they roll the compass die again. If two dice had been rolled, the
player rolls the third six-sided die and moves the pawn that many spaces in the direction
rolled. If one die had been rolled, the player has a choice to roll one or two six-sided dice.
They then move their pawn the number of spaces rolled in the direction rolled. Finally, the
last compass die and six-sided die roll is made for that turn and the pawn/balloon is moved
the number of spaces rolled in the direction rolled. When all three rolls have been made, if
there are no obstacles, clouds or storms in front of the balloon (or the balloon is not in a
cloud or storm), the balloon advances three (3) spaces North.
Obstacles: The balloons (pawns) cannot travel through mountains, rocks, trees, other
balloons or off the grid. As stated above, if the pawn cannot go in the direction rolled
because of an obstacle or the grid ends, the player must re-roll the compass die. Clouds
reduce the speed of the balloon. When traveling through a cloud, movement is halved (a roll
of 6 = 3, a roll of 4 or 5 = 2, a roll of 2 or 3 = 1 and a roll of 1 = zero).
Storm Clouds are a real hazard for the balloons. There are two storms on the board and
they’re bad ones. When the balloons enter the storm they can be thrown in any direction. If
a player enters a storm they continue the number of rolls on the die/dice but they must re-roll
the compass die for each space they move to. While in the storm a player can still choose the
number of dice they will roll (as outlined above) but they have to roll their direction for each
space they move to. If they have spaces left to go when the pawn exits the storm the pawn
continues in the direction they were going when they exited.
The winner is the first player to cross the red line into the park at the North end of the board.

